
Direct-store delivery?  
We thought of everything.
From trailer lift gates to narrow convenience store aisles and the uneven parking lots in 
between, the Yale® MPB045VH with the retail delivery package is purpose-built to equip 
operators for success in direct-store-delivery operations.
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Tight spaces?  
We have you covered.

Controls built for tight spaces. 
Even in its full upright position, the DSD 
handle gives drivers full functionality  
and positions them comfortably beside  
the truck on the lift gate, where space is at  
a premium.

Maneuver easily with a lower  
profile battery. 
With a lithium-ion battery pack that’s 25% 
shorter than lead-acid battery packs, the 
smaller truck footprint offers a major 
advantage moving through cramped aisles 
and trailers at creep speed for maximum 
precision and control in tight, close areas. 4.2 inches shorter 

length overall

25% smaller 
battery box

Smaller footprint 
leaves plenty of room 
for drivers to stand on 
the lift gate

Take multiple pallet  
types in stride. 
Handle the variety of pallet 
types common in retail 
delivery operations through a 
moveable load backrest with 
quick latch and pivot arms that 
enable operators to handle 
multiple pallet types with a 
single fork configuration.

Stability on  
challenging terrain. 
From door jambs to curbs 
and uneven, broken parking 
lots, the 2-inch ratcheting 
and locking load retention 
strap helps keep a variety of 
load types and sizes secure 
and stable.

Keep charging,  
keep moving. 
Lithium-ion battery power is 
the perfect match for direct-
store delivery, able to charge 
anywhere, anytime through 
a standard 120V outlet – 
even on the back of a trailer 
between deliveries.

*Dotted line denotes aerial 
view of an open lift gate
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